
   
 
 
 

STAGE FLASH 
Date: 2018-02-16 Flash No: 6 
Day: Friday Distance: 24,88 km 
Special Stage: SS 6 Svullrya 2   
Weather: Overcast. -2° C   
Road Conditions: Ice/snow   
 

 

1 - Sebastien OGIER / Julien INGRASSIA 
” It’s just a joke” 

2 - Ott TANAK / Martin JARVEOJA 
” Terrible. Nothing else to say. That's just how it is. Sometimes we have some hard days.” 

3 - Jari-Matti LATVALA / Miikka ANTTILA 
” We are going to lose time now, it's incredible how much the road is cleaning and getting better. We will lose time, 
but it's like this. We do the best we can.” 

4 - Kris MEEKE / Paul NAGLE 
” Whoa. A couple of big, big moments. Not through trying too hard. Sometimes it sticks, sometimes it doesn't. Not 
easy.” 

5 - Thierry NEUVILLE / Nicolas GILSOUL 
” Another good lap, but we have to see the times of the guys behind. They're going to use my lines and go faster I 
think.” 

6 - Elfyn EVANS / Daniel BARRITT 
” It was going better but I spun and it spat us into a snow bank and I had to reverse.” 

7 - Esapekka LAPPI / Janne FERM 
” We went wide in a junction into the snow and blocked the air filter. No grip on the braking. That's it. The engine is 
down on power now.” 

8 - Andreas MIKKELSEN / Anders JAEGER-SYNNEVAAG 
” I felt in the last 5km I had a puncture. The car felt really strange.” 

9 - Craig BREEN / Scott MARTIN 
” Tricky, like Cool Runnings you just get in the ruts and go.” 

11 - Hayden PADDON / Sebastian MARSHALL 
” Very pronounced ice ruts in the road, very hard to read. Compared to the previous stage I had to pull it back a 
little bit.” 

12 - Mads ØSTBERG / Torstein ERIKSEN 
” I cannot find any confidence with the car. I'm fighting against it and cannot find a rhythm. Same as the stage 



   
 
 
 
before.” 

13 - Henning SOLBERG / Cato MENKERUD 
” It's okay, but the ruts are very big now. We try.” 

 

COMMENTS 
(The news from the stage) 


